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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank the organizerCollaborative project among academia and two industrial partners in the Silicon ValleyAcknowledge Ernest and Ravi for their contribution. In particular, Ernest’s having motivated me to assemble this research team.  
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3. Amorphous dielectric films 
 

4. Applications 
 

5. Summary 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unique optical couplers made of metal oxides deposited by our advanced sputtering technique
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A large amount of energy from the sun 

In a single hour the sun delivers the same amount of energy as consumed by all 
of humanity in a year – about 5 × 1020J, but it’s highly diluted 

http://www.keepbanderabe
autiful.org 

Sun light  Light       No transportation      Light  Light          Light  Heat                             

Sun light  Electricity     Transport          Electricity  Light    Electricity  Heat 
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Background and Motivation 

http://eath4energy-home-
electricity.maxupdates.tv 

http://www.ect.coop Photo Researchers RM/Getty 
Images http://www.allaboutrental.com.au 

http://www.topnews.in/tidal-interaction-making-earth-
and-sun-push-each-other-away-2173555 

http://suntunnelskylights.
veluxusa.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know that we have a large amount of energy coming from the sun.We have two ways to use sun light; one way is to convert it into electricity then transport it and use it by converting it back into useful forms of energy. Another way is to use sun light as light sources or heat sources at a point of collection.What we are interested in is to couple these two ways for the sake of thermodynamics that benefits us. 
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 Concentrated sun light into an optical fiber 

Sun light  Concentration   “Directional” Transportation   Light  Daylighting 

Use as heat or 
storage for later uses 
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Background and Motivation 

En.wikipedia.org 

Use as light 

http://www.solarnstuff.com 

http://blogs.cisco.com 

http://www.selftest.net/media/solar/ 

http://fscreenfresnel.en.busytrade.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have a couple of photos that show the basic concept of this project.Sun light is so diluted that energy density is low, so concentrating sun light is the first step, there is nothing new about it.What we propose is to keep sun light in the form of light as long time as it is necessary to transport it over long distance.Transported sun light can be then used as light or stored as heat at remote places.



 Concentrated sun light into an optical fiber 
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Solar light 

Solar light 

NA mismatch 
Mode size mismatch 
Refractive index mismatch 
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φ 5m φ 60µm 
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Strategy and Goal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a quick look at a simple diagram that shows what I just said. As an example of a first stage concentrator, we have a parabolic mirror. We also have an optical fiber. All we need is to get the concentrated light from the parabolic mirror into the optical fiber. Because of various optical mismatches between these two optics, we immediately notice that this is not as trivial as we might think. The bottom line is that we need a coupler between the two optics that are highly incompatible.



 Concentrated sun light into an optical fiber 

Need thin films with 1.4 <  n < 2.8 for 400-1000nm and k as small as possible 
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Optical fiber 

n = 1 

n ~1.5 
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Strategy and Goal 

www.photond.com 

50% 90% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The optical coupler we are developing has two functions; efficient coupling and further concentration.A simple coupler can be designed by optimizing  the shape of the end of a coupler for a given refractive indexAn ideal coupler can be designed by appropriately varying both shape and refractive index spatially.  To be able to design such a coupler we need a series of materials with high refractive index and low extinction coefficient, which of course is not trivial.  



 Pulsed DC reactive scanning magnetron sputtering 
 with AC substrate bias  
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Unique Sputtering Technology 

Niobium oxide (TEM, scale bar 5nm) 

With AC bias Without AC bias 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use a special deposition tool that allows us to apply very high AC electrical potential to samples during the deposition of metal oxides such as HfO, TiO, SiO, and AlO. We found that microstructures of these oxides consistently depend on the AC biasWe found that films deposited with the AC bias have significant tendency of becoming substantially amorphous.  
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TiOx and HfOx: with and without the substrate bias 
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TiOx and HfOx 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refractive index n and extinction coefficient k for TiOx and HfOx plotted as a function of wavelengthn of TiOx and HfOx films are consistently higher when deposited with the bias.K of these films are significantly lower when deposited with the bias. 
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TiHfOx: varied sputtering power 
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TiHfOx 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It applies to TiHfODemonstrated that tuning chemical composition to cover a range of refractive index required for the couplers with negligible k over the solar spectrum
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Mode size converter/Out-coupler for LED/LD 
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Sunlight into an Optical Fiber 

Antropy, Inc/Demaray, LLC 
US8045832 (Oct. 25, 2011) 
US6884327 (Apr. 26, 2005) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given these materials in our hands, now we come to device design stage. The origin of the optical coupler is a device called “mode size converter” that converts one optical mode size of traveling light into another optical mode size in a waveguide. Challenge is to find a way to smoothly couple the ray optics and the wave optics In fact, we have been self-funding ourselves to develop an outcoupling device that can be implemented on a LED to extract light from LEDs. 
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Couplers 
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Sunlight into an Optical Fiber 

Foro Energy, Inc. 
(Littleton, CO) 

Jay W. Dawson 
National Ignition Facility and Photon Sciences Directorate, 
Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab. 

The mirror plates will be AR coated with a single 
layer with refractive index continuously varying 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is one of many device concepts for the coupler that collects concentrated sun light and squeeze it into an optical fiberOur goal is to squeeze concentrated sun light into an optical fiber with optical power above 25kW with the total concentration ratio ratio over 100k   
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Ultimate application 

http://inhabitat.com 
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Sunlight into an Optical Fiber 

http://www.himawari-net.co.jp 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have a lot of optical power in an tiny optical fiber, two target applications come to you mind. solar lighting and solar thermal power generation. Here is Himawary system developed in Japan. With our coupler, their performance can be significantly improved. Eventually, we could light up every room in a tall building. 
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Really ultimate applications 

http://mcensustainableenergy.pbworks.com www.getsolar.com 

www.rainbowskill.com 

Eliminate working fluid and pipes 
Eliminate heat engine 

Minimize emission 
loss and eliminate 
working liquid/vapor  

1m2 concentrator for 
solar daylighting 
25m2 concentrator for 
solar thermal power 
generation 
25kW in an optical 
power over 100m with 
>90% transmission 

Demaray and Kobayashi at the NREL solar furnace 
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Sunlight into an Optical Fiber 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our preliminary cost modeling based on the SAM suggests that reduction of LCOE by 4.8 cents/kWh would be possible. 
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